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Numerical computations of electromagnetic, hydrodynamic and temperature ﬁelds are
performed for 3D models of the ladle furnace with an EM stirrer, which is a characteristic
example of the metallurgical magnetohydrodynamic device with combined power supply.
Alternating current supplied by a side non-symmetrical inductor, being the source of
a travelling magnetic ﬁeld, is a driver of melt EM convection. Conductive single- or
three-phase AC supplied through electrodes non-submerged into the melt is a driver of
melt electro-vortex convection. Thermal ﬁeld is obtained along with melt circulation by
applying a 3D transient LES model of turbulence. Melt overheating is analyzed taking
into account the combination of EMC and EVC.

Introduction. The current paper is a continuation of the numerical study
of 3D physical ﬁelds in metallurgical magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) devices with
combined power supply – inductive by the inductor and conductive through the
electrodes. Some examples of the MHD devices are electrical arc furnaces (EAF),
ladle furnaces (LF), plasma furnaces (PF), etc. The purpose of the research is
the application of the developed 3D models for analysis of various technological
regimes in order to obtain a desired quality of melts and alloys.
The main results for melt circulation are presented in [1]. The considered
turbulent ﬂow patterns are concerned, with the Lorentz force peculiarities, for the
following cases:
– the interaction of inductive or conductive current with their self magnetic
ﬁelds;
– the cross eﬀect of the interaction between the current and a magnetic ﬁeld
produced by diﬀerent sources, taking into account the phase shift between inductive and conductive currents.
Melt circulation is a result of the combination of electro-vortex convection
(EVC) and electromagnetic convection (EMC). The cross eﬀects of the interaction
between the current and a magnetic ﬁeld produced by diﬀerent sources aﬀect
mainly the pattern and intensity of the resultant ﬂow as well as may cause rotation.
The next stage of the research is numerical modelling of the 3D temperature ﬁeld in a turbulently ﬂowing melt according to the thermal balance of heat
exchange at the melt boundaries and Joule heat volumetric sources produced by
diﬀerent types of power supply.
The examples of 2D and 3D numerical simulations performed for the LF [2,
3] and for the EAF [4, 5] illustrate the thermal ﬁeld modelling taking into account
thermogravitational convection (TGC) and EMC due to electromagnetic (EM)
stirring of the melt [2–4]. Deﬁnite incompleteness of this modelling is a lack of
Joule heat and EVC consideration in the melt due to conductive power supply.
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Filling up this gap, the current research is concerned with computations of the
thermal ﬁeld [6], which is inﬂuenced by all mentioned types of convection – EMC
and TGC as well as EVC, which appears due to conductive power supply through
non-submerged electrodes. For the case of combined power supply with equal
AC frequencies in the inductor and electrodes, the cross eﬀect of the interaction
between the current and the magnetic ﬁeld produced by diﬀerent sources is taken
into account inevitably [1] during numerical computations using harmonic analysis
in ANSYS 14.0.
1. Developed models. The geometries of the considered 3D models of MHD
devices with combined power supply are shown in Fig. 1. The most signiﬁcant
physical and operation parameters of the considered MHD devices are brought
together in Table 1.
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Fig. 1.
3D models of the MHD device: (a) geometry with non-submerged top and
bottom electrodes; (b) structured mesh and AC phases with three top electrodes and a
side inductor, the TMF source; (c) thermal ﬂuxes for three top electrodes.
Table 1. Features of the considered MHD devices with combined inductive and conductive power supply.
1

Parameters

1–TVG

Models
2

3

4

Electrodes
number of non-submerged
top AC electrodes, kel
presence of bottom electrode
current phases, αel
k
eﬀective AC current, Iel , [kA]

1
+
0◦
100

1
+
0◦
100

3
−

3
3
−
−
0◦ –120◦ –240◦
100
0
100

Inductor
inductor position
AC phases in inductor windings, αind
k
eﬀective AC, Iind , [kA]
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−
−
−

−
−
−

−
−
−

side
TMF
50

side
TMF
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Similarly to [1], the geometrical, physical and operation parameters of the
newly developed 3D models are estimated using fragmentary data for the industrysized LF (capacity approx. 70 t) published for advertising purposes (these data are
summarized in [1, Tables 1–3]). To remind, these characteristic parameters are the
Table 2. Thermal parameters of the models.
1

Parameters

1–TVG

Models
2

3

4

Temperature values
initial temperature, Tinit , [K]
cover temperature, Tcov , [K]
ambient temperature, Ta , [K]

1820
873
330

Heat exchange at side and bottom surfaces
heat transfer coeﬃcient at solid wall,
αsolid , [W/(m2 K)]
convective heat transfer coeﬃcient,
αconv , [W/(m2 K)]
thickness of ﬁrebrick, hfireb , [m]
thermal conductivity of ﬁrebrick,
λfireb , [W/(m2 K)]

10

10

1.19

1.19

1.19

10
−

10
−

10
0.37

10
0.37

10
0.37

−

−

0.5

0.5

0.5

Radiation at melt top surface
emissivity coeﬃcients, ε1 , ε2
area of radiation surface, Srad , [m2 ]
area of arc spot(s) at top surface,
spots
, [m2 ]
Stotal

0.3; 0.5
5.23

5.23

4.07

0.58

0.58

1.74 (3×0.58)

Volumetric heat source
Joule heat in the melt, Qmelt , [MW]

0.1097

0.1097

0.1226

0.0546

0.1740

Heat ﬂux, which ensures initial thermal balance for melt volume
heat ﬂux over arc spots
at top surface, q1spot or
q1spot = q2spot = q3spot , [MW/m2 ]

0.9706

0.9706

0.2789

0.3185

0.2494

Table 3. Characteristic computed time-averaged values for turbulent ﬂow and thermal
ﬁeld.
1

Parameters

Models
2

1–TVG

3

4

360

120

41.5

Flow time
ﬂow time, [s]

540

110
Turbulent ﬂow

ﬂow type
maximum velocity,
vmax , [m/s]

EVC

TGC

EVC

EMC

EMC+EVC

0.517

0.015

0.661

0.907

0.900

Characteristic values of temperature
maximum Tmax , [K]
minimum Tmin , [K]
overheating,
Θ = Tmax − Tmin , [K]

1879.2
1809.3

2408.6
1793.1

1848.7
1802.8

1837.0
1805.6

1835.5
1802.4

69.9

615.5

45.9

31.4

33.1
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following: the melt radius rmelt = 1.35 m; the melt height hmelt = 3 m; the inductor
height hind = 3 m; the melt (nichrome) conductivity σmelt = 6.7 · 105 Ω−1 m−1 . In
the case of equal values of the AC frequency in the inductor and electrodes (find =
= fel = 50 Hz), the corresponding values of the melt non-dimensional frequency
ind
el
= ω̂melt
= 8 · 102 , which are deﬁned from the following expressions
are ω̂melt
ind
2
= μ0 σmelt ωind rmelt
ω̂melt

el
2
and ω̂melt
= μ0 σmelt ωel rmelt
,

(1)

where μ0 = 4 · 10−7 H/m is the magnetic constant, ωind and ωel are, respectively,
the circular frequency of the current in the inductor and in the electrodes.
The newly developed models of MHD devices for numerical computations of
the thermal ﬁeld shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1 have the following design variations
if compared with previously considered models [1]:
– Top electrodes are chosen non-submerged (Fig. 1a) both for MHD devices
with a single top AC electrode (Models 1) and for MHD devices with three top
AC electrodes (Models 2, 3, 4). The phase distribution for three AC electrodes
is shown in Fig. 1b.
– Side inductor (Model 3) is combined with the three electrodes MHD device (Model 4). The side inductor (Fig. 1b) produces a travelling magnetic ﬁeld
(TMF). The phase distribution per windings, which corresponds to the most popular scheme of the TMF inductor [7], is calculated from the following expression
(see also Fig. 1b – numbering from bottom to top):
◦
αind
1 =0 ,

ind
◦
αind
k = αk−1 + 60 ,

k = 2, . . . , kind ,

(2)

where kind = 12 is the total number of windings in the inductor.
2. Thermal field modelling. Thermal ﬁeld modelling is performed only
for the melt (Fig. 1c) with the following assumptions concerned with melt heating
during conductive power supply through the top non-submerged electrodes:
– an electric arc is burned between the top electrode and the arc spot zone at
the melt top surface;
– the area of spot is equal to the area of the electrode horizontal cross-section;
– heat ﬂux from the electrical arc is supplied to the melt over the spot.
Thermal values, which are necessary to ensure a valid thermal balance, are
determined below. Thermal parameters of the considered models are brought
together in Table 2.
2.1. Volumetric source of heat.
In general, the total Joule heat consists
of Joule heat due to conductive Qcond
and
inductive Qind
melt
melt power supply. The
integral value of the heat source in the melt volume is the following
ind
Qmelt = Qcond
melt + Qmelt

(3)

The integral value Qmelt is found as a result of numerical computations of the EM
ﬁeld distribution.
2.2. Thermal boundary conditions. Thermal boundary conditions (see also
Fig. 1c) are determined for the following surfaces of the melt:
– Heat ﬂux qkspot from the arc directed to the melt for the surface Skspot of
each arc spot – for cases of one (kel = 1) or three (kel = 3) top non-submerged
electrodes:

∂T 
= −qkspot for k ∈ [1, kel ] ,
(4)
λmelt
∂n S=S spot
k

where λmelt is the melt thermal conductivity, kel is the number of electrodes.
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– Radiation heat ﬂux qrad for the surface Srad (equals to the Stop area of the
kel spot
spot
melt top surface except the total surface of all arc spots Stotal
= k=1
Sk ) is
the following:


 4
σSB
∂T 
4
= −1
λmelt
,
(5)
T − Tcov
−1

∂n S=Srad
ε + εcov − 1
where σSB is the Stephen-Boltzmann constant, ε is the emissivity coeﬃcient for
the melt top surface, εcov is the emissivity coeﬃcient for the furnace cover surface,
which is parallel to the top of the melt, Tcov is the cover temperature; the emissivity
and absorption coeﬃcients are assumed equal.
– Convective heat exchange ﬂux qconv for the solid surface Ssolid (consists of
bottom and side surfaces of the melt)

∂T 
λmelt
= αsolid (T − Ta ) ,
(6)
∂n S=Ssolid
with a heat transfer coeﬃcient αsolid
1
αsolid

=

1
αconv

+

hfireb
,
λfireb

(7)

where Ta denotes ambient temperature, αconv is the convective heat exchange coefﬁcient in the thermal boundary layer, λfireb and hfireb are the thermal conductivity
and the thickness of the ﬁrebrick at the side and bottom of the melt vessel.
2.3. Initial thermal balance.
The choice of the thermal ﬁeld initial distribution is very important because of expressed thermal inertia of the melt. The
reasonable choice of initial distribution makes it possible to save perceptibly the
computational time during numerical solution for transient thermal ﬁeld distribution in the melt. The initial thermal balance is determined according the following
steps:
Step 1. The initial temperature is speciﬁed for the melt:
T = Tinit

(8)

Step 2. The thermal balance for the melt is determined according to the
equation
kel

qkspot · Skspot + Qmelt = qrad · Srad + qconv · Ssolid .
(9)
k=1

The volumetric source of heat (3) is a results of EM computations. Heat ﬂuxes
are computed with the boundary conditions (4), (5), (6) taking into account the
speciﬁed initial temperature (8).
Step 3. Now only values of the heat ﬂuxes from the arc spots are to be determined. The heat ﬂux qkspot directed to the melt for every arc spot zone is derived
from Eq. (9)
qkspot =

qrad · Srad + qconv · Ssolid − Qmelt
spot
Stotal

for k ∈ [1, kel ] .

(10)

In the case of three top non-submerged electrodes, expression (10) is derived with
an assumption than the heat ﬂuxes and the areas of arc spots zones are equal:
q1spot = q2spot = q3spot and S1spot = S2spot = S3spot , accordingly.
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3. Peculiarities of numerical computations. The computations of the
thermal ﬁeld in the melt are performed along with that of the melt ﬂow using
ANSYS CFX 14.0 with application of the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model of
turbulence.
A structured mesh is built with hexahedral elements. For hydrodynamic (HD)
and thermal boundary layers at solid walls, a mesh with inﬂation is generated. The
generated mesh has ∼1.8 – 2.2 millions of elements. An example of the mesh is
shown in Fig. 1b along with the geometry of the 3D model.
For majority of computed models, the time step equal to 0.05 sec. is enough
for computational process stability. For several models, the time step is smaller –
0.025 sec; this choice is made on the base of Courant number control – maximum
and root-mean-square (RMS) values are in the ranges 1.5 – 4.75 and 0.25 – 0.45,
accordingly.
Initial values of the velocity ﬁeld are chosen zero. The initial distribution of
the thermal ﬁeld is determined with the initial thermal balance, as described in
section 2.3.
The comparative computations ensure that it is not reasonable to use the
initial distribution obtained with the steady-state or the transient Shear Stress
Transport (SST) k-ω model of turbulence. The main reasons are the following:
– the distributions of eddy viscosity and turbulent kinetic energy obtained by
LES are more detailed and thus LES application is beneﬁcial for thermal phenomena modelling;
– because of thermal inertia of the melt, in the case, when the initial distribution is relatively far from the desired solution, an additional computation time
is necessary for transient temperature ﬁeld redistribution in the melt;
– in the case of an axisymmetric model, the application of the steady-state SST
model of turbulence brings non-zero values of the averaged azimuthal component
of velocity. In reality, there is no rotation (!). Qualitatively proper results may
be obtained with a quasi-laminar model of turbulence in the case of overestimated
melt viscosity.
The transient SST model of turbulence brings the smaller upper toroidal
vortex of circulation in contrast to the lower toroidal vortex. In fact, free slip
conditions at the melt top surface are the reason for a larger upper vortex.
4. Computation results. Geometry variations and EM parameters of the
considered models are characterized in Fig. 1 and in Tables 1. Thermal parameters
are brought together in Table 2. The features are the following:
– the initial Tinit , cover Tcov and ambient Ta temperature values are identical
for all considered models and are, respectively, 1820 K, 873 K, and 330 K;
– the area of the arc spot is S1spot ∼ 0.58 m2 and the area of the top surface
radiative zone Srad ∼ 5.2 m2 for a system with the single top electrode (Model 1).
spot
∼
The total area of three arc spots (S1spot = S2spot = S3spot ∼ 0.58 m2 ) is Stotal
2
2
1.74 m and the area of the radiative zone is Srad ∼ 4.07 m in the case of three
top electrodes (Models 2–4);
– the heat transfer coeﬃcient at the bottom and side surfaces for a system
without ﬁrebrick αsolid ∼ 10 W/(m2 K) (Model 1). In the case of thermal insulation, αsolid ∼ 1.19 W/(m2 K) (Models 2–4).
The computation results for EM, HD and thermal ﬁelds for Models 1–4 are
illustrated in Figs. 2–7 and summarized in Table 3.
Presentation features of the computed 3D ﬁelds in Figs. 2,3,5–7 are the following:
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f EM
3
[N/m ]

(a)

Streamlines
[m/s]

T [K]

(b)

[m]

Fig. 2. Model 1: A system with non-submerged top and bottom AC electrodes; ﬂow
time period t = 0 − 540 s. Lorentz force vectors and time-averaged streamlines (inverse
greyscale) and temperature contours (greyscale) for the top surface z = 3 (a) and vertical
cross-section y = 0 (b).
– two cross-sections are chosen: the melt top surface z = 3, the vertical
cross-section y = 0;
– the ﬁgures integrate three ﬁelds: Lorentz force vectors, melt circulation
streamlines and temperature contours, which are presented grayscale or inverse
grayscale.
The results for turbulent ﬂow and thermal ﬁeld are time-averaged for a ﬂow
time, which may be found in Table 3.
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(a)
Streamlines
[m/s]

T [K]

(b)

[m]

Model 1– TGC: A system with non-submerged top and bottom AC electrodes
with TGC only (“switched oﬀ ” Lorentz force); ﬂow time period t = 0 − 100 s. Lorentz
force vectors and time-averaged streamlines (inverse greyscale) and temperature contours
(greyscale) for the top surface z = 3 (a) and vertical cross-section y = 0 (b).

Fig. 3.

For the chosen models, the following parameters are compared:
– the maximum Tmax and minimum Tmin temperature values for the melt;
– the melt overheating temperature θ, which is the diﬀerence between the
maximum Tmax and the minimum Tmin temperature values;
– the maximum value of the melt velocity vmax .
The further research based on multi-variant computations makes it possible
to formulate criteria, which are more common, in order to characterize the ﬂow
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pattern and the thermal ﬁeld distribution in a wide range of parameters of MHD
devices.
4.1. System with non-submerged top and bottom AC electrodes – Model 1.
According to the initial thermal ﬁeld balance, the heat ﬂux at the arc zone at the
melt top surface is qspot ∼ 0.97 MW/m2 . The integral Joule heat in the melt is
Qmelt ∼ 0.11 MW for a conductive current eﬀective value Iel ∼ 100 kA.
The main driver of EVC is the EM force (Fig. 2b) along the top and bottom
horizontal surfaces of the melt, which has only the axial component. The ﬂow
circulation consists of two toroidal vortices – upper and lower. The direction of
circulation along the top of the melt (Fig. 2a) is from the side surface to the center.
The system is axisymmetric and there is no melt rotation around the z-axis. The
maximum velocity of EVC is vEVC ∼ 0.52 m/s (Table 3).
The thermal ﬁeld is characterized by expressed temperature gradients near
the melt top surface, where the heat ﬂux from the arc is supplied (Fig. 2). Since
the melt circulation is directed to the center of the arc spot, there is an expressed
overheating of the melt with a relatively high value of the diﬀerence between
the maximum Tmax and minimum Tmin time-averaged temperature θEVC ∼ 70 K
(Table 3).
Accordingly, the instantaneous values of Tmax and Tmin decrease and increase
very slowly for a ﬂow time period from t = 30 s till t = 540 s (see trend lines in
Fig. 4), which evidence of the correctness of parameter choice based on the initial
thermal balance.
In the case, when EVC is “switched oﬀ ” by artiﬁcial setting the Lorentz force
to zero (Model 1 –TGC), TGC is driven only (see Fig. 3, Table 3).
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Fig. 4. Model 1: A system with non-submerged top and bottom AC electrodes – maximum Tmax , minimum Tmin values of the melt temperature and overheating temperature
θ = Tmax − Tmin for the ﬂow time period t = 0 − 540 s.
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f EM
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[N/m ]

(a)

Streamlines
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T [K]

(b)

[m]

Model 2: A system with non-submerged three AC electrodes; ﬂow time period
t = 0−360 s. Lorentz force vectors and time-averaged streamlines (inverse greyscale) and
temperature contours (greyscale) for the top surface z = 3 (a) and vertical cross-section
y = 0 (b).

Fig. 5.

TGC is noticeable along the cooled surfaces. The TGC direction is opposite
to EVC. The maximum velocity of TGC is vTGC ∼ 0.015 m/s, which is more than
by an order less than vEVC . Thus TGC is negligible in comparison with EVC.
The melt overheating value for TGC is θTGC ∼ 750 K that is more than by
one order greater than in the case with EVC (the Lorentz force is not artiﬁcially
“switched oﬀ ”).
Note that in similar modelling performed in [4] for EAF, the EM force, which
is an EVC driver, is not taken into account. Thus, the results for TGC without
EMC in [4] correspond to the case with an artiﬁcially “switched oﬀ ” Lorentz force.
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4.2. System with non-submerged three AC electrodes – Model 2.
Three
heat ﬂuxes at the arc zones near the top surface of the melt are q1spot = q2spot =
= q3spot ∼ 0.28 MW/m2 . The integral Joule heat in the melt is Qmelt ∼ 0.12 MW
for the conductive current eﬀective value Iel ∼ 100 kA.
The main driver of EVC is the EM force (Fig. 5b), which is expressed only
along the melt top surfaces. Along with the axial component, the EM force vectors
have also a horizontal component, which is directed from the peripheral zones of
the arc spots to their central zones (Fig. 5a). The EM ﬁeld distributions are
symmetric with respect to the rotation around the vertical axis at 120◦ to the
azimuthal direction. Thus, the melt circulation consists of three main vortices
(Fig. 5b). The direction of circulation in every sector (its angular dimension is
120◦ ) of the melt top zone (Fig. 5b) is from the side surface to the spot central
zone. A maximum velocity of vmax ∼ 0.66 m/s (Table 3) is reached in the zone
near the melt top surface.
The thermal ﬁeld is characterized by expressed temperature gradients in the
three zones of the arc spots, where heat ﬂuxes are supplied to (Fig. 5a). As the
melt circulation is directed to the central zones of every spot, there are three zones
with expressed overheating of the melt.
The diﬀerence between Tmax and Tmin time-averaged temperatures is θ ∼ 46 K
(Table 3). This value is less than the corresponding value for Model 1. It may be
explained by two reasons:
• Model 2 has the ﬁrebrick at the side and bottom walls; that is why the
initial thermal balance is reached at a lower level of the integral heat ﬂux supplied
over the arc spots.
• Each of the three spot zones has its “individual” overheating zone with a
lower diﬀerence between Tmax and Tmin .
4.3. System with a side TMF inductor – Model 3.
The three heat ﬂuxes
at the arc zones at the melt surface are q1spot = q2spot = q3spot ∼ 0.32 MW/m2 .
The integral Joule heat in the melt is Qmelt ∼ 0.055 MW for the inductive current
eﬀective value Iind ∼ 50 kA.
The main EMC driver is the EM force (Fig. 6), which is expressed only along
the side surface straight opposite to the side TMF inductor (see Fig. 1b). As the
EM force vectors have an axial component, which is typical for TMF inductors,
the ﬂow circulation is characterize by a single vortex, which occupies the whole
melt volume. The direction of circulation is clockwise if an observer watches it as
shown in Fig. 6b. A maximum velocity of vmax ∼ 0.91 m/s (Table 3) is reached
in the zone near the side wall of the melt, where the EM force has its maximum
value.
As with the previous models, the thermal ﬁeld is characterized by expressed
temperature gradients in the three arc spot zones, where the heat ﬂuxes are supplied to (Fig. 6a). Since the melt circulation at the melt top has single orientation
from the zone near the inductor (in Fig. 6a – from the left to the right), the
expressed overheating zones are drifted by EMC (cf. the results with Model 2
(Fig. 5a), where the temperature ﬁeld is EVF-inﬂuenced).
The diﬀerence between Tmax and Tmin time-averaged temperatures is θ ∼ 31 K
(Table 2.1); this value is less than the corresponding value for Model 2 (θ ∼ 46 K).
It may be explained by a more convenient stirring condition for the single vortex
circulation.
4.4. System with non-submerged three AC electrodes and a side TMF inductor – Model 4.
The three heat ﬂuxes at the arc zones at the melt top surface are q1spot = q2spot = q3spot ∼ 0.25 MW/m2 . The integral Joule heat in melt is
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f EM
3
[N/m ]

(a)

Streamlines
[m/s]

T [K]

(b)

[m]

Model 3: A system with a TMF side inductor; ﬂow time period t = 0 − 120 s.
Lorentz force vectors and time-averaged streamlines (inverse greyscale) and temperature
contours (greyscale) for the top surface z = 3 (a) and vertical cross-section y = 0 (b).

Fig. 6.

Qmelt ∼ 0.17 MW for combined power supply – the conductive current eﬀective
value Iel ∼ 100 kA and the inductive current eﬀective value Iind ∼ 50 kA.
There are two main drives of circulation (see the EM force in Fig. 7). The EM
force for EVC is expressed only along the melt top surface (see the interpretation
for Model 2 – Fig. 5). The EM force for EMC is expressed only along the side
surface, which is straight opposite to the side inductor (see the interpretation for
Model 3 – Figs. 6).
Melt circulation is the result of a combination of the single EMC vortex
(Fig. 6b) and three EVC vortices (Fig. 5a). The single EMC vortex and the
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f EM
3
[N/m ]

(a)

Streamlines
[m/s]

T [K]

(b)

[m]

Model 4: A system with non-submerged three AC electrodes and a TMF
side inductor; ﬂow time period t = 0 − 41.5 s. Lorentz force vectors and time-averaged
streamlines (inverse greyscale) and temperature contours (greyscale) for the top surface
z = 3 (a) and vertical cross-section y = 0 (b).

Fig. 7.

nearest to the inductor EVC vortex totalize (Fig. 7b), occupy a substantial part
of the melt volume and suppress two other vortices (Fig. 7a).
A maximum velocity of vmax ∼ 0.9 m/s (Table 3) is reached in the zone near
the side wall of the melt, where the EM force has its maximum value – similarly
as for Model 3.
The distribution of the thermal ﬁeld (Fig. 7a) totalizes two trends:
• three zones with expressed overheating, which are formed due to the EVC
pattern for three spot zones (Fig. 5a);
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• drifting of the overheating zones due to EMC (Fig. 6a).
As a result, the diﬀerence between Tmax and Tmin time-averaged temperatures
is θ ∼ 33 K (Table 3). This value is a little bit greater than the corresponding
value for Model 3 (θ ∼ 31 K) and expressly less than the corresponding value for
Model 2 (θ ∼ 46 K).
5. Conclusions. The main results obtained in the current research are the
following.
The numerical 3D models for computations of the thermal ﬁeld along with
the turbulent hydrodynamic ﬁeld have been developed for MHD devices with combined power supply. Power supply may be provided with various combinations of
conductive and inductive currents:
• by submerged and non-submerged electrodes;
• by single- and multiphase inductors, which may be sources of a travelling
magnetic ﬁeld.
Locations of the melt overheating zones correspond to arc spot zones at the
melt top surface, where heat ﬂuxes are supplied to. Overheating temperature
values and temperature maxima locations depend on the melt ﬂow intensity and
pattern: electro-vortex convection, or electromagnetic convection, or a combination of these types of convection.
The intensity of melt termogravitational convection is extremely less than the
intensity of electro-vortex convection or electromagnetic convection.
The modelling of hydrodynamic and thermal ﬁelds distributions in the melt
should consider electro-vortex convection and Joule heat because the electrical
circuit of conductively supplied current is closed over the melt and/or slag.
The developed computational models may be used as a powerful tool for analysis of melt overheating zones and stirred melt ﬂow pattern. The aim of the analysis is to choose a desired melt temperature regime in industrial-size metallurgical
MHD devices with combined power supply.
6. Outlook. The further development of the computational model for the
MHD device with combined power supply considers a case, when top electrodes
are submerged or non-submerged into the melt with a layer of low electrically
conductive slag.
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